
In this actionable guide, we unpack the strategy, workflow, and toolset shared by Joe
Fier in the Hustle and Flowchart podcast episode, 'Top Tools for the AI Powered
Business Podcaster.' 

As a podcaster for over 13 years, Joe wanted to make it easy for you, as a podcaster
with a business, to swipe and deploy everything in the workshop video above. Read on
and put this all into action! Please share anything you learn :-)

And consider attending the Business Podcaster Accelerator on January 25th at
PodFest Expo 2024 in Orlando, Florida. This is a taste of what’s to come...

Click here to get details about the Accelerator 
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Follow the workflow below to make podcasting the CORE of everything you
do for marketing your business.

If you follow each of the FOUR pillars, you’re primed to grow your brand, a
community of your target market, and increase leads & revenue of your business.

The FOUR pillars include: Guest Selection, Content Production, Content
Distribution, and Marketing

Download the full workflow image here

Click here to get details about the Accelerator
There are only 25 spots available -- Be quick! 
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1 - Podcasting as a Core Marketing Tool for Businesses
Embrace podcasting as a foundational element of your marketing strategy to fuel brand growth,
attract PR, and drive revenue. Consider it as a powerful platform to cultivate a dedicated
audience and secure valuable referrals.

2 - Strategies for Brand Growth and Revenue:
Implement strategies such as guesting on other podcasts and the influential "Dream 100"
approach to foster meaningful connections and ignite momentum for business expansion.

3 - Leveraging Smart & AI-Powered Tools:
Explore tools including Rephonic for audience and guest analysis, HeyGen and ElevenLabs for
AI-generated voice-enhanced content creation, and Delphi.ai for content cloning and
personalized voice creation, empowering you to optimize content effectiveness.

4 - Business Accelerator/Mastermind Event: 
Join the exclusive business accelerator/mastermind event at PodFest Expo in Orlando, Florida,
to gain comprehensive training, networking opportunities, and actionable growth insights tailored
for business podcasters.

5 - Researching Guests and Podcast Structuring
Utilize ChatGPT and custom GPTs to simplify guest research and automate podcast structuring,
enabling you to engage listeners effectively and efficiently.

6 - Content Production and Distribution Strategies
Leverage tools like SquadCast, Riverside.fm, Descript, and CastMagic to produce high-quality
content and streamline distribution, maximizing the impact of each episode across multiple
channels.

7 - Marketing Strategies for Targeting Podcast Listeners:
Implement Buffer and other targeted marketing strategies to reach and engage podcast listeners,
expanding your audience and amplifying your brand's reach.

8 - Cloning Content and Personalized Voice Creation:
Harness the capabilities of Delphi.ai to clone content and create personalized voices, unlocking
new dimensions for content creation and audience connection.
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Rephonic: Podcast analytics and research tool.
Delphi.ai: AI-driven content cloning platform.
HeyGen: Advanced generative AI video content creator.
ElevenLabs: AI-powered realistic voice synthesis.
Business Podcast Accelerator and Mastermind
ChatGPT: AI language model for chata and text generation.
SquadCast: Remote recording platform for podcasters.
Descript: Audio/video editing and transcription software.
CastMagic: Podcast content repurposing tool.
Riverside.fm: High-quality podcast and video recording tool.
Opus Clip: Social media-focused podcast clip generator.
Buffer: Social media management and scheduling tool.
Podfest Expo: Event for podcasters and digital influencers.
Hustle and Flowchart website

This actionable worksheet is designed to empower business
podcasters with practical takeaways and a comprehensive
compilation of AI-powered tools and resources. 

Integrate these insights into your podcasting and marketing
efforts, and leverage the tools and strategies mentioned to
drive impactful business growth and audience engagement.

Tools & Links Mentioned

Click here to get details about the Accelerator
There are only 25 spots available -- Be quick! 
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